
Literature Coordinator Report 
AWSC Meeting – March 20, 2010 
 
I hope you had an opportunity to read the article by Tom C., Associate Director of 
Communications-Literature for WSO in the February Forum regarding “Preserving our Unity”.  I 
will be participating in a conference call with other Literature Coordinators on March 24 and 
hope to have more information to share with you in my newsletter article in April and at the 
Spring Assembly/Convention in May. 
 
There are also several things I would like to share with you and to bring to your attention as 
regards the WSO website.  There is a wealth of material out there that can be used to encourage 
the use of all CAL.  WSO is continuing to put the sample chapters on the member website which 
gives lots of ideas for topics for meetings.  The current book being featured through the end of 
March is Alateen-Hope for Children of Alcoholics (B-3) and the topic “Letting Go of Blame.”  
They also include a list of where you can find the topics in other CAL.  They also include 
opportunities for members to share on the topic, include quotations, and provide discussion 
questions submitted by groups and members.  Take a few minutes and look out there.  Using 
different CAL in meetings will encourage members to purchase other CAL to use in their 
recovery.  They also have the forms on the site to submit sharings for the topic, the Forum, and 
other CAL. 
 
As We Understood (B-11) will be 25 years old in July.  WSO is looking for sharings for CAL 
Corner on how this book helped you.  Sharings are due April 1.  Consider featuring this book in 
your meetings during the month of July.         
 
The CAL Corner features members sharing how a certain piece of our literature has helped in 
their recovery.  The January and March Forum feature As We Understood (B-11) and February 
featured Alateen-Hope for Children of Alcoholics (B-3).  The WSO is also looking for sharings 
on other pieces of literature which have helped you in your recovery.  The sharings they are 
requesting are in relation to The Dilemma of the Alcoholic Marriage (B-4), The Al-Anon Family 
Groups—Classic Edition (B-5), How I Can Help My Children (P-9), Three Views of Al-Anon (P-
15) which includes “An Open Letter from an Alcoholic”), The Al-Anon Focus (P-45) and Living 
with Sobriety (P-49). 
 
I have also attached How to Conduct Writing Workshops for a Literature Project or The Forum 
and Projects for Attracting More Members to Conference Approved Literature (CAL).  
Encourage your groups and/or districts to think about some of these ideas and if you do a 
workshop or develop skits, please share them with the WSO.   
 
And lastly, continue to increase awareness of Opening our Hearts (B-29) and Discovering 
Choices (B-30).  Sales of these books have fallen behind.   
 
Yours in Al-Anon Service, 
 
Jean W 
NYN Literature Coordinator 



 

 
 
 



 


